
2024 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

***ALL CLASSES AND TIMES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE*** 

Blue Text = Magic classes 
Green Text= Face painting classes 

  Purple Text= Balloon classes 
  Black Text= Everyone 

Thursday, February 1st  
   
7pm Kidvention Pre-Jam (Hotel Bar) 

Attendees are welcome to attend the Jam before Kidvention officially     
starts!  Join us for some fun social time! 

Friday, February 2nd 

10:00 am Registration (Grand Desk) 

9am-12 pm Balloon Contest! 
 "Party Palooza: Crafting the Ultimate Balloon Wall" 
  Get ready to turn your balloon artistry skills into a festive masterpiece at our Party Palooza  
  Balloon Wall Contest! This exciting event challenges you to create the ultimate balloon wall,  
  combining both round and twisted balloons, all centered around a vibrant party theme. It's a  
  fusion of creativity and celebration that promises a day of fun and friendly competition. 
  Party-Themed Balloon Wall Challenge:Our contest this year is the Party Palooza Balloon  
  Wall Challenge, where participants are tasked with constructing a dazzling balloon wall   
  inspired by a lively party atmosphere. In other words, a wall that you would find at a birthday  
  party, special event, etc. Since the "party" is a convention, feel free to give it a "Kidvention"  
  theme. Imagine the joy, colors, and excitement of a party and infuse it into your balloon   
  creations! 
  What to Expect: 

• Form teams of 4 members each or participate individually. 
• You'll have 3 hours to design and build your party-themed balloon wall. 
• Combine round balloons and twisted sculptures to capture the essence of a party. 
• Judges will evaluate your creativity, theme execution, and structural integrity. 
• Balloon Wall should be 8 to 10 feet wide and tall. It can extend out up to 3 feet.  
• Don't be afraid to get whimsical and playful; it's all part of the party spirit! 

  Fantastic Prizes Await:Showcase your balloon artistry skills and win fantastic prizes! 1st  
  Place wins $300 and two free registrations to Kidvention 2025, 2nd Place wins $200 plus one 
  registration to Kidvention 2025, and 3rd Place wins $100. People's Choice will win one   
  registration to Kidvention 2025. Plus, Kidvention will choose some of the walls to decorate  
  the stages of the convention! This means your wall has the chance to be in hundreds of   
  photographs throughout the weekend. 
  Entertainment for All:While the competition heats up, this will be a day filled with   
  entertainment for everyone. These walls will be on display for all of the attendees to see   
  throughout the conference. It's an experience that goes beyond competition. 
  Register Today:Secure your spot at this extraordinary event by registering your team or  
  joining as an individual competitor before January 16th.   
  *Must be a registered attendee to participate. 
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1:00 pm General Session (All Attendees) 
Louis Meyer: Welcome Session (Salon A) 
Louis welcomes all attendees to Kidvention and provides details for the upcoming days. 

1:30 pm General Session (1 Hour and 15 minutes)  
Chad Jacobs: Bananas for Branding (Salon A) 

  Chad Jacobs a.k.a Chef Bananas will be talking about branding and your entertainment   
  business. This lecture will apply to any and all people in the entertainment industry   
  regardless of who you perform for, where you perform, or what you perform. 
  Concepts will be presented in a simple, understandable way and all of them will be easy to  
  implement in your business. 
  Some of the things you’ll learn include: 

  What exactly is a brand and what does it include? 
  What is a USP and how do I use it to get more customers? 
  What is product vs. customer-based marketing? 
  What is a marketing funnel and why do some say they no longer work? 
  What are brand champions and how to create them? 
  And so much more… 

3:00 pm Breakout Sessions (90 Minutes) 
Barry Mitchell and Steve Petra: Total B.S. Premiere! (Salon D and E Room) 
Stand Back! Barry Mitchell and Steve Petra are about to empty their brains. They have too 
many ideas, concepts, techniques, tools and a collection of lug nuts they MUST share. But 
where shall they dump all this? 

   A briefcase? Too brief.  Luggage? Too lugubrious. A monogrammed leatherette portfolio?   
  Uuuuuuh... nah. 
   We need something spacious, somewhat portable and sturdy. A DUMPSTER ... and it's on  
  FIRE!  So, do not, under any circumstances miss this once in a lifetime event. TOTAL B.S.   
  It's all Barry and all Steve. It's a LECTURE. It's a BOOK. It's a DUMPSTER. 
  Before you ask - YES, their new book TOTAL BS will be available for the first time anywhere  
  at Kapital Kidvention' 24  

Pashur: Flames (Salon K) 
  Struggling with face painted flames? It's time to make your face paint flames sizzle! Pashur  
  will show you simple techniques to create flowing face painted flames that freakin' rock!   
  Demos include: Flaming Soccer Ball, Rocket Blast, Flaming Eye Designs, Fire Skull and   
  more! 

Heather Green: Beginner Airbrush (Pentagon)  
  Are you looking for a fun profitable addition to your business? Learn the in’s and outs of   
  Airbrushing. Join Heather as she teaches you from A-Z all about Airbrushing, from   
  equipment, to cleaning, to set up and charging. Learn basic tattoo skills and ask the   
  questions to find out if adding airbrush is your next business move 

Marcela Bustamante: A-Line (Align) with Me! (Salon F and G) 
  TBDOne of my most requested classes! Let’s unleash your creativity and learn the basics of  
  Face painting & LINE work! Take your designs to another level. This class is perfect for you if  
  You lack confidence with improvising your designs and line work at events. 
  Join me for this class and let’s enhance your skills!  

Jackie Ochitwa: All Dolled Up (Salon A) 
  Jackie O’s Dolls are by far her most requested design by both her clients and her students. In 
  this class you will not only learn how to create these super cute twisted girlies - she will also  
  show you the most exciting feature about them – how easy they are to personalize! 

Joe Mock: The “Memory Maker” (Rosslyn) 
  It's a tried and tested formula to get those creative juices flowing, and help you serve your  
  clients with a fresh and original experience with balloon art. 
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  It will also help you GENERATE unique and memorable photo opportunities that your   
  customers and clients will rave about long after events. 

5:00pm Dinner Break (Vendors Open in Salon 3 from 5pm to 8:30pm) 

5pm-9pm FRIDAY FORTUNE! Salon 3) 
On Friday ONLY, for every $10 spent in the Vendor Room between the hours of 5:00 and 
8:30 pm, you will receive one raffle ticket.  At 11:00 pm, Kidvention staff will then raffle off 
various goodies from the Vendor Room.  Raffle is in Salon A 

7:00 pm Night Jam Session, Face Painting Competition, Balloon Competition, and Games! 
(Salon K and J) 

 Jam Session Sponsored by Qualatex and Teach Art 2Me 
Magicians, face painters, clowns, balloon artists, vents, and other artists get together to 
unwind, socialize, and practice their art forms. We will hold a Face Painting Game with Darci 
Mchenry as your host and Balloon Games with Billy Damon.  All balloons for the Jam room 
provided by Qualatex.  

Games begin after Vendor Room closes 

Darci Mchenry Face Painting Game: It’s a Mystery! (Salon K and J) 
Come prepared with your small face paint kit to paint but we are not going to tell you what the 
topic is yet!  Games begin after the Dealer Room closes.   
Darci Mchenry Face Painting Game: Character Contest (Salon K and J) 
Of course we all know the most popular characters kids ask for but now it’s time for you the 
artist to create something brand new! You will have 90 minutes of time to use however you 
wish; painting, costuming, prepping your very own NEW character! Model of course is 
required.  You can prep at home in advance if you wish or do it all on the fly- you will be 
judged in creative artistry, history/description and name of said character, embodiment by 
your model and overall package. A new superhero? Fantasy animal? Cartoon? Only you 
know who we will meet Friday night 9:30 pm sharp! Top three will have 15 additional minutes 
to tweak or embellish after top three are announced. Top three will all be awarded a prize 
package valued over $500 overall. 

Meadow Perry: Unveil the Mystical World Of Bubble Artistry with Meadow and Bubble 
U! (Salon A) 

  Calling all magicians and entertainers! Prepare to be enchanted by the mesmerizing secrets  
  of Bubble Artistry, the hottest sensation since face painting and balloon twisting!  
  Have you ever imagined adding a touch of magic to your shows that's as captivating as your  
  tricks? Look no further! Join us for an unforgettable lecture with the bubble maestro herself,  
  Meadow Perry, and discover how Bubble Artistry can transform your performances into a  
  whirlwind of wonder and awe. 
  What to expect:  
  Unlock the secrets of getting started and creating mind-boggling bubble artistry.  
  Learn the art of crafting bubble sculptures that defy gravity.  
  Discover how to incorporate bubbles seamlessly into your act or create a whole new stand  
  alone product.  Enhance your magician's toolkit with the enchantment of bubbles. 
  Whether you're a seasoned magician looking to elevate your repertoire or just starting on  
  your magical journey, Bubble U is the perfect addition to your arsenal. It's the second act  
  you've been waiting for, and it's here to make your performances shine even brighter!  
  Don't miss this exclusive opportunity to master the art of Bubble Artistry with Meadow Perry. 
  
8:30 pm Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 15 Minutes) 

Christopher Weed: Foam 101 (Salon A) 
  Getting Started with Foam Parties. Christopher Weed has launched hundreds of party people 
  into the foam party biz, and in this class he’ll give you an overview of what I takes to get   
  started with this fun and profitable party concept.  

Tommy Johns: You Can Teach Camps and Workshops for Profit (Salon D and E) 
  Do you want to fill your calendar with paying programs? Would you like to increase your   
  income with very little up-front costs? Would you like lots of repeat and spinoff business? OF  
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  COURSE, YOU WOULD. Discover how Tommy booked eight solid weeks of camps, mini- 
  camps and workshops in three weeks! He’s taught dozens of people around the world how to 
  do it. Tommy has been using this proven and time tested system since 2001 and now you  
  can too. 

Dana Hill: Performing and Marketing for Libraries (Pentagon) 
  Learn the “ins and outs” to get booked year after year in libraries! 

Travo Sisil: Airbrush Tattoo Pro Stencils (Salon F and G) 
  Join Travo for this workshop on how to create the most amazing and realistic airbrush tattoos 
  with his new Tattoo Pro™ - Freehand Airbrush Tattoo Stencil System!  
  Whether you are new to airbrush tattoos and want to start doing them, or already  doing them 
  as part of your services and want to take your tattoos to the next level, or even if you’re a  
  makeup artist who  needs to add more energy to models photo shoots this workshop is for  
  you! 
  During this class Travo will demonstrate and instruct on how easy it is to use the new Tattoo  
  Pro™ stencil system even with  only basic airbrush knowledge to create awesome elaborate  
  designs of any size in MINUTES! You don’t even have to know  how to draw to use this   
  system easily! You will also learn how to join designs together to create entire tattoo sleeves  
  that will make you look like a tattoo art genius!!! 

  Michael Crayton: Heads Up: Headband Balloon Art 101  (Rosslyn) 
  This class is tailored for balloon artists looking to expand their repertoire into the versatile  
  world of headband balloon creations. It's an excellent way to engage both adult and child  
  markets. In this class, participants will learn the art of crafting balloon headbands, a favorite  
  at events for their wearable and fun nature. These creations are perfect for live events and  
  ideal for pre-sales, much like candy cups. The class will cover various themes, ensuring   
  participants can cater to multiple tastes and occasions. Whether for a child’s party or an adult 
  gathering, these balloon headbands will surely be a hit, making you a sought-after artist for  
  all parties. 

10:00 pm Special Friday Night Event: 
 The Hill Show: Dave and Dana Hill (Salon A) 
 Join us for a special magic show with Dave and Dana Hill! 
  
11:00 pm Friday Fortune Raffle (Salon A) 

Saturday, February 3rd 

8:00 am Special Early Morning Lecture (45 Mins) 
Mike Hummer: Killer Routines with Props You Already Own (Salon D and E) 

  This is filled with ideas for the Change Bag, Hat Tears, 20th Century Silks, Popcorn   
  Box, and a couple others. 
9:00 am Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 15 minutes) 

Michael Reist: Daycare Magic (Salon D and E) 
  In this lecture you learn how you can fill every single day of your Summer Monday-Friday  
  week schedule with at least 1 Preschool/Daycare Summer Camp. I know. I did it.  I went from 
  performing 5-8 preschools per summer to over 75 per summer. I am not a world-famous   
  magician or some sleight-of-hand guru. But I have become a very busy, WORKING magician. 
  And that is what I am going to help you do, get more work! 

Corey Morgan: Bring on the Bad Guys! (Salon K) 
  A hero is only as good as the villains they fight.  So let’s get prepared to paint those Bad guys 
  like the Joker, Venom, Thanos, Two Face and as many others as only Corey Morgan can do! 
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Clayton James: Story Telling Tattoos (Salon F and G) 
  Up your airbrush tattoo game. Clayton will show you how adding backgrounds and accents to 
  your airbrush tattoos can help you create a scene and, as he’s been told over and over by  
  kids and parents, how to make them also tell a story. 

Haley Damon: Centerpiecing it Together (Rosslyn) 
  Learn different techniques to spice up simple centerpieces and add flair to any event, for any  
  occasion! Basic centerpieces, raised centerpieces and taking a new look at old shapes to find 
  fresh inspiration. 

Patricia Robinson: Twisting Small and Large Balloon Bows! (Salon A) 
  Join Patricia Robinson for an engaging balloon Bow class! In this hands-on class, discover  
  the secrets behind crafting both large and small balloon bows that will dazzle any occasion. 
  Let's twist and craft together for a fun-filled session!  

Jason Snyder: Beginner Balloons 101 (Pentagon) 
  Best class for new twisters, facepainters or any entertainer wanting to add balloons to your  
  menu of services offered. Learn all the basics needed to start doing balloons, including basic  
  twist and inflation techniques. We will also learn a few balloon animals to get you started. 

10:30 am Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 15 minutes) 
Chad Jacobs: Chef Bananas Magic and Comedy Show (Salon D and E) 

  Come out and see the wacky and wild “Chef Bananas Magic and Comedy Show” 
  Chad will be performing his whole show in front of a group of actual kids. You get the chance  
  to see how he’s put together an incredibly popular show and become a celebrity performer in  
  his market in just a few short years. But, that’s not all. You also get to see how kids react to it  
  and then he’ll go through the show step by step and explain why he does what he does. It’s  
  really going to be BANANAS! Don’t miss out on this one. 

Shannon Holt: Black Filigree Lace Art Demo (Salon K) 
  Earn big bucks at themed events for the elite, as you add high end, non-nude body   
  painting designs to your repertoire.  Learn how to gracefully adorn the wearer to make them  
  feel like a Million Bucks!  This elegant, and swan like lace only takes moments to apply with a 
  little practice. 

Melissa Perez: Line Work Lineup (Salon F and G) 
  Learn my formula for fast, impactful faces. How with just a few key changes you can turn one 
  design into another. This technique will help you get comfortable painting while speeding up  
  your work for busy events. I will also go over the basics on how to get clean bases and bold- 
  looking work that will impress your clients and kids alike. 

Darci Mchenry: Glenna (Pentagon) 
  The glitter tattoo/henna hybrid that’s making an impact 
  Many of us have incorporated glitter tattoos and henna for years but now it’s a new emerging  
  specialty. Attendees will learn how to use stencils specifically made for this craft and henna  
  as one.  We will have standard tattoos on hand as well to practice on each other with.  No  
  experience necessary.  

Jackie Ochitwa: Mer-Maid (Salon A) 
  Twist along as Jackie O teaches her signature twisted mermaid using her adorable Dollface  
  printed balloons. In this class you will learn how to turn a simple linework character into a  
  super sweet and sellable décor item showcasing Qualatex deco-bubbles, foil numbers and  
  shapes. 

12:00 pm Lunch Break (Vendors Open Until 1:30 in the Salon 3) 
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1:30 pm General Session (1 Hour and 15 Minutes) 
Fernando Alvarez Jr: Google My Business Masterclass (Salon A) 

  Learn how to Rank #1 on Google 
  Learn how to generate new leads and sales every day without spending a dime on ads by  
  taking advantage of your Google My Business Profile. 

3:00 pm Breakout Sessions (90 Minutes) 

Christopher T Magician: BEYOND Look, Don’t See (Salon D and E) 
  Christopher shares brand new routines and the techniques behind them that get kids rolling  
  on the floor, laughing and interacting. More importantly, he shows you how you can apply the  
  techniques to any effect to build your own unique, original routines, guaranteed to entertain  
  young audiences. 

Mandy Gibson: Skull-licious (Salon K) 
  We want your skull! Make no bones about it! Skulls are such a staple in our world from   
  Halloween to festivals to parties etc they are always a hit . This class is all about the skull.  
  You will learn more then just your ordinary skull. We will cover all kinds of skulls from voodoo  
  to blacklight to colorful skull Nothing is tough but your skull so think out of the skull box and  
  let brushes & paint fly. 

Heather Green: Butterfly Garden (Salon F and G) 
  The butterfly design is one of the most requested and the styles are unlimited.  Join Heather  
  for a butterfly mash up class. Learn new styles, new techniques, and give your Butterfly a  
  boost with new colors and ideas. This is a face painting class for every level. Paint with us.  

Clayton James: That’s Airbrush (Pentagon) 
  With more and more face painters making the switch to airbrush face painting, Clayton will  
  show you how to use your face painter skill set to achieve “face paint” results from your   
  airbrush stencils. 

Anthony Lena: REEL your follower in! (Salon A) 
  In this class Anthony will show you how he makes videos for Instagram, Facebook, and   
  TikTok! Everyone in the class will start off learning a new balloon creation! Then we will use  
  those balloon creations to create a video! Even better, everyone will be able to use the video  
  on their own social media! Also everyone will receive class notes so you won’t have to worry  
  about forgetting all the small details! If you’ve been wanting to create short effective videos  
  for your socials, then you won’t want to miss this class! 

Michael Crayton: Spectacular Safari: Balloons for the Restaurant Slow Nights 
(Rosslyn)  

  This class focuses on creating large, eye-catching balloon sculptures perfect for livening   
  restaurant slow nights. Participants will learn to twist balloons into majestic animals like   
  sharks, tigers, and lions using high-quality Gemar links, rounds, 260s, and 350s. These   
  designs are quick and easy to make and impressively big, making them ideal for birthdays,  
  stage decorations, fairs, and even as part of intricate decor setups. The creations from this  
  class are perfect for carrying around in bustling environments, and their vibrant colors and  
  grand sizes make them a captivating attraction for guests of all ages. 

5:00 pm Dinner Break (Vendors Open in Salon 3 from 5pm to 9pm) 

7:00 pm Night Jam Session, Face Painting Competition, Balloon Competition, and Games! 
(Salon K and J) 

 Jam Session Sponsored by Gemar and Silly Farm 
Magicians, face painters, clowns, balloon artists, vents, and other artists get together to 
unwind, socialize, and practice their art forms. We will hold a Face Painting Game with Silly 
Farm as your host and a special balloon class by Patricia Robinson.  All balloons for the Jam 
room provided by Gemar. 
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Games begin after Vendor Room closes 

Heather Green Face Painting Game: The Opposite Game  (Salon K and J) 
Bring your face paint and get ready to use all your creativity. Hosted by Silly Farm there will 
be some fun prizes! 

  Craft a Large stunning Balloon Heart! (Salon K and J) 
  During the jam session at Kapital Kidvention, join Patricia Robinson where you'll learn to   
  create an impressive, large balloon heart using 11-inch balloons. Let's twist and create   
  together in this fun and impressive jam session! 

  
7:00 pm Break Out Sessions (1 Hour and 15 Minutes) 

Gene Cordova and Steve Petra: Puppet Reform School (Salon A) 
  Gene and Steve are on a quest to help you stop committing crimes against puppetry as well  
  as giving you time off for good behavior.  These two pros have done hard time in front of the  
  most discriminating audiences and will help you get your puppetry skills on the straight and  
  narrow.   
  Bring a puppet if you like. Handcuffs and ankle restraints are optional 

Amanda Wisley: Invest in Yourself (Salon D and E) 
  One of the greatest keys to success is mindset. How do you view yourself and what you are  
  worthy of? What is a threshold guardian and how do those affect manifesting your desires in  
  business and life in general? How often do we give our power away and limit ourselves?   
  Take control back over your experiences and write your own destiny. We will discuss various  
  limitations and how to breakthrough them. This class will also have a neuroscience and   
  psychology backing. The subconscious is the most powerful entity in our existence and   
  controls much more than most realize. This class will go deep into what it takes to achieve  
  your dreams in life, but with a focus on business. How to get better clients, how to handle  
  stressful situations, and much more. 

Haley Damon: Look The Part(y)! (Salon F and G) 
  A step into fashion exploring how to create a signature style for you as an Entertainer. How to 
  use themes, accessories and color to the max; and even tips and tricks for posing for photos! 
  Learn how looking like the party can help elevate your perceived value at events. 

8:45 pm Magic Show: UP CLOSE! 
  Join magicians, Mike Hummer, Scott Correll, Sly (Alec Negri), and Allen Cleveland as they  
  perform close-up magic for you!  You will stay in one room and watch each magician perform  
  a 15 minute routine then stay and another performer will enter and perform.  One seat, 4  
  different close up shows!  Please choose a seat in either Pentagon, Salon D and E, Salon F  
  and G, or Rosslyn.  We want a max of 20 people per room, so if one room is full go to the  
  next! 
 
11 pm Magic Show: Meadow Perry 
  Meadow will perform our late-night magic show. 

Sunday, February 4th 

8:00 am Gospel Comedy Magic Show with Earl Long (45 minutes) Salon A 
  Earl Long presents a gospel ministry service that includes comedy magic, Mike the   
  Monkey or another funny puppet, balloon twisting, audience participation, music and other  
  amazing elements that will keep your audience on the edge of their seats. Through the   
  dazzling effects and fun, we share the Gospel of Jesus Christ and give an opportunity for  
  guests to respond to the gospel. 
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9:00 am Breakout Sessions (1 hour and 15 minutes) 
Scott Correll: Funny, Easy Magic! (Salon D and E) 

  Simple magic and unusual props that will keep them laughing, thinking and feeling good. I’ve  
  taken old ideas and gave them a whole new twist for any occasion. Stop by and have some  
  fun. 

Shannon Holt: Festival Style Tops and Face Demo (Salon K) 
  Learn how to body paint my 3 top designs for adult party or fundraising atmospheres!  The  
  beauty and ease of this class is found in using fashion design principles, of course stacked  
  with detail and glitter. 

Melissa Perez: Floral Fantasy (Salon F and G) 
  In this class we will explore the rendering of different kinds of flowers with the emphasis   
  being on roses. 

Travo Sisil: Tattoo Designs with Tattoo Pro (Pentagon) 
  Join Wiser for this advanced workshop which will further your skills with Tattoo Pro Stencils.  
  You already know the basics, so in this class learn advanced composition for design large  
  tattoos, such as sleeves and how to work the sets together to build really awesome custom  
  airbrush tattoo works and how to imagine and fabricate your own tattoos using Tattoo Pro  
  Stencils. 

Anthony Lena: Wet and Wild Animals (Salon A) 
  Anthony will be teaching you some new animals that enjoy life in the water! These are   
  BRAND NEW crowd pleasing designs! The best part is they are easy to remember and don’t  
  require any advanced twists! Anthony uses these sculptures on a regular basis, and they  
  have received his official stamp of PURE AWESOMENESS! 

Jason Snyder: Beginner Balloons 102 (Rosslyn) 
  Continue learning beginning balloon animals.  Also learn how to add a second balloon to your 
  creations to add a wow factor.  After completing these two classes you will be ready to start  
  charging customers for your balloons. 

10:30 am Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 15 Minutes) 
David Kaye: Age-Appropriate Magic: Tailoring Your Show for Every Child (Salon D and 
E) 

  It is no longer good enough to have one magic show for all kids. You should tailor your show  
  to be perfect for every different age in your audience. Learn the fascinating differences   
  between the way different aged children experience a magic show. Lots of examples and  
  videos will enhance your learning. And then watch the same trick performed three times for  
  three different age groups! 

Kristy Aldridge: Comfortable and Confident (Salon K) 
  This class offers tried and tested tips for managing your setup in crowds of any size. From  
  high volume events to the standard birthday party, these methods are designed with artist  
  and client in mind. We'll cover everything from time management to the safety of your   
  outdoor setup, including non-confrontational ways to get cooperation from your patrons. The  
  techniques discussed in this course can be implemented whether you're a beginner or a   
  seasoned entertainer, to make your space work for you. 

Marcela Bustamante: Can I Have a Flower (Salon F and G) 
  Learn how to get the most out of all the brushes you have in your kit and add wonderful   
  flowers to your designs.  
  We'll look at step-by-step and specific techniques to get you out of class with a handful of  
  practical ideas! 

Darci Mchenry: Make the Leap into Something New (Pentagon) 
  Face Painting on a Budget aka “Dollar Tree”-  getting started or maintaining income can be  
  very intimidating.  I will go over serious cost saving tips and tricks and places to get supplies  
  to get your business going or to bring it to a new level on a budget.  From Dollar Tree finds to  
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  DIY and thrifting you’ll be amazed at what you can find and repurpose! Special attention will  
  also focus on what is essential to have for paints and what is “extra”. 

Billy Damon: Beginning Decor (Rosslyn) 
  Are you intrigued by the art of balloon decor and eager to start creating eye-catching   
  designs? Join us for an engaging lecture on the fundamentals of beginner balloon decor. 
  In this session, you'll learn the essential techniques and principles that lay the foundation for  
  creating stunning balloon arrangements. Billy will guide you through the basics of balloon  
  selection, inflation, and knot-tying, as well as introduce you to various tools and accessories  
  used in balloon decor.  You'll gain valuable insights into color coordination, design aesthetics, 
  and the art of creating visually appealing balloon displays. Whether you're planning to   
  decorate for parties, events, or simply want to unleash your creative side, this lecture will  
  provide you with the knowledge and inspiration you need to get started. No prior experience  
  is required, so come ready to learn, have fun, and discover the exciting world of balloon   
  decor! 

Patricia Robinson: Creating a Large Bouquet of Balloon Flowers (Salon A)  
  Join Patricia Robinson for an exciting flower bouquet class! Learn to create a festive   
  bouquet of balloon flowers and master the skill of twisting small, adorable balloon hearts.  
  Let's twist and craft together for a fun-filled session! 

12:00 pm Lunch (Vendors Open from 11am to 1:00 pm---LAST CHANCE to purchase from   
  Vendors!) 

2:00 pm Breakout Sessions (1 Hour and 15 Minutes) 
Eric Henning:Pack Small, Play Huge: Crafting a Versatile Stage Show for Magicians 
 (Salon D and E) 

  We’ve all been there: the close-up gig turns out to be on stage. Or we packed the wrong   
  show. Or the stage props didn’t arrive on the plane.  
  What can we do? 
  Drawing on more than 50 years of pro experience at the highest levels, Eric Henning shows  
  how he put together a 45-minute show that plays on the biggest stages - and fits in a   
  lunchbox! 
  Using props you may already own, he gives you the tools to make the ultimate pack small,  
  play huge kit that can live in your car or your carryon.  In case of emergency, the show can  
  go on! 

Corey Morgan: Super Heroes by Request (Salon K) 
  Is there a superhero request that you just dread getting, like Ironman or the Hulk, because  
  you have no idea how to paint them? Is there a hero that you’ve had a request for, and had  
  NO IDEA who they were,?  Are you looking for new ideas to spice up the same old requests?  
  This is your class!  Bring your special requests to Corey Morgan, and he’ll unlock the secrets  
  to painting these designs step-by-step, so you can add even more heroes and villains to your 
  lineup! 

Pashur: Ahoy Mateys!!! (Salon F and G) 
   Before you drink lots of rum in the hotel lobby, Pashur will show you several fun pirate   
  designs that are great for pirate theme parties, pirate festivals, Halloween and general   
  designs on your board. Demos include: Pirate, Jolly Roger, Ghost Pirate, Skeleton Crew,  
  Lady Cutlass and more! Ye know ye want to be there to check out these treasured gems!!!! 

Mandy Gibson: Frightful Festival (Pentagon) 
  Come along on this wicked ride !! Want to get more boys & girls and teens (and yes adults  
  too) in your chair ? Well ,  in this class we will show you scary and fantasy designs to really  
  wow you clients and wow your pockets too ! Learn how incorporating face paint with   
  powders, stencils , glitters and some easy SFX will take your festival faces to the next level !!! 
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Joe Mock: Blob the Balloon (Salon A) 
  A fun and fast way to get the party started for just about any event.  Learn one of Joe Mocks  
  tried and tested methods for gathering attention and generating a fun environment.  A simple  
  design/activity to wow crowds and get everyone at the event involved 
   
3:30 pm General Session (45 Minutes) 

Keith Tusing: Starving Artist vs Successful Entrepreneur (Salon A) 
  Discover the potential you have to take your passion and truly grow a successful business.  
  Keith will be sharing the principles and practices that can take your current business and  
  exponentially extend your reach and influence inside your community. He will be sharing   
  ideas you can implement to scale your business and synergistically increase the number of  
  sales you have with your existing client base. The topics to be included in this lecture include: 
  A Simple Plan – Diversify Your Services – Know Your Numbers – Marketing – Hiring 

  Keith and his family have used these practices to grow from offering one service part-time  
  into two Big Idea Entertainment locations. These two locations in Orlando and Atlanta will  
  exceed a combined gross of $550,000 in 2023.  

4:30 pm Closing Ceremony (Salon A) 
 Join Louis as everyone comes back together to wrap up our convention.  Closing   
 comments and announcements! 

5:00 pm  Dinner Break 

6:00 pm Kapital Kidvention Children’s Pre-Show (Skyview) 
  Close-up magicians, face painters, and balloon artists will have an opportunity to show off 
  their skills by entertaining young attendees prior to the BIG Show.  We are hoping for all to  
  participate and paint the kids and make some balloon animals for them! 

7:00 pm Kapital Kidvention BIG Show! (Salon A) 
  Watch our Kapital Kidvention presenters entertain a local audience with their style of magic 
  and comedy. Come join the fun!! Registered Kidvention attendees receive one ticket to the 
  BIG Show.  More tickets can be bought for family members. 

After Show Night Jam Session, Face Painting Competition, Balloon Competition, and Games! 
(Salon K and J) 
Magicians, face painters, clowns, balloon artists, vents, and other artists get together to 
unwind, socialize, and practice their art forms. We will hold a Face Painting Competition and 
a Balloon Competition (topics to be announced) as well as super fun games for attendees to 
play as you jam the night away! 

8PM-12 SPECIAL WORKSHOPS  

 This time frame will take the place of our Pre and Post Workshops.  There will be at least 3 or 
4 workshops with our instructors.  This is separate from the conference registration and will 
be $125 for each workshop.
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